Inhibition of alpha-crystallin aggregation by gamma-crystallin.
The transparency of the mammalian lens is primarily maintained by short range order among the major proteins of the lens fiber cells, the crystallins. Although these proteins are highly conserved at the amino acid sequence level, it has proven difficult to establish that they possess other than structural functions. We find that when non-lens proteins are added to concentrated solutions of alpha-crystallin, aggregation is induced, presumably through excluded volume effects. In contrast, the monomeric gamma-crystallins and the low molecular weight form of beta-crystallin (beta L) cause a decrease in the size of alpha-crystallin. When the naturally aggregated form of alpha-crystallin is examined, gamma- and beta L-crystallin, as well as a reducing agent, also cause partial dissociation as detected by dynamic light scattering and size exclusion chromatography, while no effect is seen with non-crystallin proteins. Furthermore, the chemical cross-linking of alpha-crystallin is inhibited by gamma- and beta L-crystallin but not by other proteins. The ability of gamma-crystallin to inhibit the association of alpha-crystallin is primarily localized to the gamma-II form which contains a high degree of exposed thiols. Only small amounts of gamma- and beta L-crystallin, however, can be cross-linked to alpha-crystallin in mixtures of the three proteins even at very high protein concentrations. These results suggest that one possible role for the lower molecular weight crystallins may be to minimize through a reductive effect the intrinsic tendency of alpha-crystallin to aggregate, an association reaction implicated in the loss of lens transparency.